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It has recently been shown@Roux et al., ‘‘Extracting coherent wave fronts from acoustic ambient
noise in the ocean,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am.116, 1995–2003~2004!# that the time-averaged correlation
of ocean noise between two points yields a deterministic waveguide arrival structure embedded in
the time-domain Green’s function. By performing a set of these correlations between a vertical
receive array and a single receiver, transfer functions necessary for time reversal can be extracted
from ocean noise. Theory and simulation demonstrate this process and data of opportunity from the
North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory experiment confirm the expected performance of a noise-based
time reversal mirror. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1834616#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Pc, 43.50.Rq, 43.60.Tj@WLS# Pages: 131–136
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I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental implementation of an acoustic tim
reversal mirror~TRM! is now well established both in un
derwater acoustics1–3 and in ultrasonics.4–6 Time reversal is
based on reciprocity and time symmetry of the wave eq
tion and thecoherentrecombination of acoustic fields. Th
extension of the TRM process toa priori incoherent noise
fields is, therefore, not immediately intuitive. However, sin
it has recently been shown7 that the time-averaged correla
tion function of ocean noise between two points yields
terministic wave fronts related to the structure of the tim
domain Green’s function~TDGF! between those two points
a noisebased TRM would, nevertheless, appear a possib
Indeed, theory and simulation demonstrate this process8 and
data of opportunity from the North Pacific Acoustic Labor
tory experiment9 confirm the expected performance of
noise-based TRM~NTRM!.

The basic configuration of a TRM experiment in th
ocean is shown in Fig. 1~a!. A probe source S emits a puls
that is received on an array@Fig. 1~b!#, time-reversed, and
re-emitted. After time reversal, the resulting field focus
back at the probe source position@Fig. 1~c!#. For a noise-
based TRM, the noise-extracted TDGF between a surro
probe source S8 and one element of the array@Fig. 1~d!# is
obtained passively via a noise correlation process10 as indi-
cated in Fig. 1~e!. Indeed, the time-averaged cross corre
tion of ambient noise yields a two-sided symmetric sig
that corresponds to an incoming and outgoing wave betw
S8 and the array@Fig. 1~e!#. As explained in Sec. III of this
paper, the outgoing wave is composed of amplitude-sha
noise-extracted TDGFs, the shading being the signatur
predominant surface noise sources in the ambient noise
@Fig. 1~d!#. As with a regular TRM, a NTRM experimen
then consists of reemitting the noise-extracted TDGFs fr
the array@Fig. 1~f!#. At this point, there are two options fo
carrying out the second step of the time-reversal proces

a!Electronic mail: proux@ucsd.edu
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~1! Active time reversal: implement the time reversal pr
cess by actually transmitting the time-reversed noi
extracted TDGFs from the array.

~2! Passive time reversal: implement the time reversal p
cess numerically by correlating the noise-based TDG
obtained from different time-domain ambient noise re
izations.

We show in this paper from numerical and experimental d
that both active and passive NTRM focus the time-rever
noise correlation function back to the surrogate probe sou
S8. The potential value of passive NTRM is that it suggest
totally passive~source less! matched field tomography base
on the degradation associated with a time changing envi
ment. On the other hand, as shown in Sec. III, because
noise-extracted TDGFs are different from the actual TDG
the focus that results from passive NTRM, active NTR
and classical TRM may differ.

The main advantage of NTRM over TRM relies in th
passive way the noise-extracted TDGFs are acquired wi
NTRM, for which no probe source is required. However,
NTRM needs a connection between S8 and the array, which
may not be practical with distant arrays. Another drawba
of NTRM is the necessary time average to observe the c
vergence of the ambient noise correlation process to
noise-extracted TDGFs. Actually, a NTRM experiment w
only be possible when the time scale of the medium fluct
tions will be longer than the convergence time of the no
correlation process.8 This issue is addressed with experime
tal data in Sec. IV. The paper is structured as follows: In S
II, we present the theory of the noise-based TRM. Section
shows results from numerical simulations while Sec. IV co
firms the formulation with experimental data.

II. THEORY OF A NOISE-BASED TRM

In the following we show that we obtain a TRM from
the noise correlation process. First we write down the cl
sical TRM result; next we review the structure of the outp
131131/6/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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FIG. 1. ~a! Classical configuration for a time-reversal mirror~TRM!. ~b! A probe source S transmits a signal to a source receive array where it is time rev
and retransmitted at each element of the array.~c! The backpropagated field focuses at the source position.~d! Configuration for a noise-based time revers
mirror ~NTRM!. A noise-extracted TDGF is obtained by retaining the positive time side of the noise correlation function~e! between a surrogate probe sourc
S8 and each element of the array~Ref. 9!. Though different in amplitude, this signal is phase-matched to the signal obtained on the array from the probe
in ~b!. The subsequent backpropagation~f! is the same as in the classical TRM. A variation is to computationally perform~f! but with an independent set o
noise-extracted TDGFs taken at another time interval. The degree to which the ocean is temporally stable will be reflected in the quality of the fo
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of the temporal noise correlation. Finally we insert this res
into the classically derived TRM result to obtain the nois
based TRM process.

A. Classical TRM

For the geometry shown in Fig. 1, the phase conjuga
~frequency analog of time reversal! pressure fieldPpc from a
vertical line ofJ discrete sources, is classically defined as11,12

Ppc~r ,z,v!5(
j 51

J

Gv~r ,z;R,zj !Gv* ~R,zj ;0,zps!, ~1!

where Gv* (R,zj ;0,zps) represents the complex-conjugat
frequency-dependent Green’s function from the probe sou
at depthzps to each element of the array at rangeR and depth
zj . Similarly Gv(r ,z;R,zj ) is the Green’s function from
each array element back to ranger and depthz around the
probe source position.

We obtain the time domain version of Eq.~1! by first
Fourier synthesizing a pulse at thejth array element,

P~R,zj ,t !5E Gv~R,zj ;0,zps!S~v!e2 ivtdv, ~2!

where S(v) is the Fourier transform of the probe sour
pulse. For constantS(v), Eq. ~2! is proportional to the time
domain Green’s function,Gt(R,zj ;0,zps). This expression
incorporates all waveguide effects, including time elongat
due to multipath propagation. For convenience, we take
time origin such thatP(R,zj ,t)50 outside the time interva
~0,t!. The time-reversed signal that will be used to excite
jth transmitting array element isP(R,zj ,T2t) such thatT
.t. This condition is imposed by causality. The signal h
to be completely received before it can be time revers
Then, we have
132 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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P~R,zj ,T2t !5E Gv~R,zj ;0,zps!S~v!e2 iv~T2t !dv

5E @Gv* ~R,zj ;0,zps!e
ivTS* ~v!#e2 ivtdv,

~3!

where the sign of the integration variable,v, has been re-
versed and the conjugate symmetry of the frequency-dom
Green’s function and the probe source signal have been u
The quantity in square brackets in Eq.~3! is the Fourier
transform of the signal received by thejth array element after
time reversal. The time delay confirms the equivalence
time reversal and phase conjugation in their respective t
and frequency domains.

Noting that the bracketed quantity in Eq.~3! contains the
frequency domain representation of the signal retransmi
by the jth array element, Fourier synthesis can be used
obtain the time-domain representation of the field produ
by the TRM. From Eq.~1!, we have

PTRM~r ,z,t !5(
j 51

J E Gv~r ,z;0,zj !Gv* ~R,zj ;0,zps!

3eivTS* ~v!e2 ivtdv. ~4!

This expression can be used to show that the TRM produ
focusing in time as well as in space. Focusing in time occ
because a matched filter occurs. To understand this, exa
the TRM field at the focal point@that is, taker 50, z5zps in
Eq. ~4!#. The time-domain equivalent of Eq.~4! is

PTRM~0,zps,t !5
1

~2p!2 (
j 51

J E E Gt91t8~0,zps;R,zj !

3Gt8~R,zj ;0,zps!S~ t91T2t !dt8dt9, ~5!

whereGt8(R,zj ;0,zps) represents the TDGF at timet8 from
the probe source at depthzps to each array element at rangeR
and depthzj . Similarly Gt91t8(0,zps;R,zj ) is the TDGF at
P. Roux and W. A. Kuperman: Tiime reversal of ocean noise
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time t91t8 from each array element back to the source
depth zps. If reciprocity holds in the medium, the TDG
satisfies the condition:

Gt91t8~0,zps;R,zj !5Gt91t8~R,zj ;0,zps!. ~6!

Using Eq.~6!, we observe that the integration overt8 in Eq.
~5! is an autocorrelation of the Green’s function. This ope
tion is matched filtering, with the filter matched to the im
pulse response from the probe source to thejth array ele-
ment. The summation is then performed on theJ elements of
the TRM. Finally, note that the integral overt9 in Eq. ~5! is
a convolution of each matched-filtered channel impulse
sponse with the time reversed and delayed probe pulse.
signalS(t91T2t) is the time reversed version of the orig
nal probe source signal and the derivation of Eq.~5! uses the
causality requirement,T.t.

B. The TDGF from noise correlation

We omit repeating the well-known normal mode wav
guide theory.13 The frequency domain correlation function
ocean surface generated noise between the probe sourc
one element of the array is approximated by10

Cv~R,zps,zj !5
pq~v!2

2r2k2 (
m

@um~z8!#2

amkm

3um~zps!um~zj !J0~kmR!. ~7!

The derivation of Eq.~7! assumes that the modal attenuati
coefficientsam are much smaller than the smallest separat
between the real partkm of the wave numbers~which is
common in underwater acoustics!; um(z) are the depth de
pendent mode shape;q(v) is the strength of the nois
sources, andz8 is the depth of the noise layer. Since th
Bessel FunctionJ0(kmR) is the sum of two Hankel function
of opposite sign,J0(kmR)5 1

2(H0
(1)(kmR)1H0

(1)(2kmR)),
Eq. ~7! can be rewritten as in9,12

Cv~R,zps,zj !5
pq~v!2

4r2k2 (
m

@um~z8!#2

amkm
um~zps!um~zj !

3@H0
~1!~kmR!1H0

~1!~2kmR!#

[Cv
~ in!~R,zps,zj !1Cv

~out!~R,zps,zj !. ~8!

Aside from the amplitude shading represented by the frac
in the modal sum of Eq.~8!, the frequency domain nois
correlation function is composed of the ingoingCv

(in) and
outgoing Cv

(out) waveguide Green’s function. The shadin
term @um(z8)#2/amkm indicates that the modes amplitud
results from near surface, dipole-like excitation of sourc
distributed over an infinite surface. Since this shading term
real, the structure of the resulting time domain correlat
function will have the same temporal structure as the TD
but with wave front amplitude determined by the shadin
We illustrate this in Fig. 2 where the TDGF in the wavegui
is plotted together with the outgoing part of the time dom
noise correlation function as computed from the Four
transform of the frequency domain noise correlation fu
tion. Both signals have been weighted by a Gaussian-sha
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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spectrum between 70 and 130 Hz. The noise correla
function has been computed from a full-field integrati
code10,14 in order to further confirm the precise relationsh
with the TDGF. As expected from Eq.~8!, Figs. 2~a! and~b!
exhibit the same wave front structure with different amp
tude modulation. Figure 2~c! further confirms that the TDGF
and the noise correlation function can be superimposed a
from the relative amplitudes of their modal components. B
cause time reversal is known to be more sensitive to ph
than amplitude mismatch,6 the noise correlation function
may be used as a powerful approximation of the TDGF
perform time reversal. Finally, note that the dependence
the noise correlation function versus the noise layer depthz8
is studied in detail in Ref. 8.

C. Noise-based TR

Since there are no factors that would alter the mathem
ics used in going to the time domain representation of
noise correlation function, we can immediately consider
Fourier transform of Eq.~8! to be the two sided version o
the noise-extracted TDGF. Consequently, after selecting
outgoing wave of the time domain noise correlation functio
the passive noise-based time reversal analog of Eq.~5! is

PNTRM
passive~0,zps,t !5

1

~2p!2 (j51

J E E Ct91t8
~out!

~R,zps,zj !Ct8
~out!

3~R,zj ,zps!S~ t91T2t !dt8dt9, ~9!

with

FIG. 2. Spatial-temporal representation of the acoustic field in a 150-m-d
shallow water waveguide.~a! The classical TDGF is computed between 7
and 130 Hz for a 125-m-deep point source as received on a vertical arr
range 2500 m.~b! The noise-extracted TDGF for the same geometry a
frequency bandwidth showing greater amplitudes of higher modes~i.e., later
arrivals! due to the dipole shading of the original noise sources~Ref. 9!. The
contrast of the gray colorbar has been enhanced to better demonstrat
the temporal structures of both panels are the same.~c! Classical TDGF
~black line! and noise-extracted TDGF~gray line! obtained at the source
depth. The sound speed profile in the waveguide decreases linearly
1500 m/s at the surface to 1470 m/s at the bottom. The bottom sound s
density, and attenuation are 1800 m/s, 1800 kg/m3, and 0.1 dB/l, respec-
tively.
133P. Roux and W. A. Kuperman: Tiime reversal of ocean noise
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FIG. 3. Spatial-temporal representation of time rever
focal spots computed between 70 and 130 Hz for tw
different probe source or surrogate probe source po
tions at depth 25 and 75 m, respectively.~a!, ~b! Clas-
sical TRM; ~c!, ~d! passive NTRM; ~e!, ~f! active
NTRM. The latter simulates an actual retransmissi
for the second step of the TRM process. In each ca
time reversal is performed from a 29-element array th
covers the whole water column. The waveguide char
teristics are the same as in Fig. 2.
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~out!~R,zps,zj !5E Cv

~out!~R,zps,zj !S~v!e2 ivtdv.

~10!

We retain the source spectrum term in Eq.~4! as a reminder
that the noise correlation will cover a finite bandwidth; typ
cally we take the noise spectrum to be constant over
bandwidth. Equation~9! represents the passive NTRM pr
cess in which the noise data are used for both the forw
and backward components of the TRM process. For ac
NTRM, in which the time reversal is actually performed b
retransmission at the array, we have

PNTRM
active ~0,zps,t !5

1

~2p!2 (
j 51

j E E Gt91t8~0,zps;R,zj !

3Ct8
~out!

~R,zj ,zps!S~ t91T2t !dt8dt9.

~11!

Comparing Eqs.~5!, ~9!, and ~11!, we see that TRM is no
equivalent to passive/active NTRM because the noise co
lation function~which outgoing part is defined as the nois
extracted TDGF! differs from the actual TDGF.

III. SIMULATION OF A NOISE BASED TRM

Figure 3 shows the results of NTRM simulation whe
we use the correlation of noise between a receiver that
134 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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as a surrogate probe source and an array of receivers
performs the role of a TRM. We show the spatial tempo
time reversal focal spots corresponding to both Eqs.~10!
~passive NTRM! and ~11! ~active NTRM! as well as to Eq.
~5!, i.e., the classical TRM procedure. The simulation is f
field14 so as not to exclude the continuous spectrum par
the waveguide Green’s function. The focusing examples
for a surrogate probe source at two different depths and
three cases discussed above: classical TRM, passive an
tive NTRM.

The main difference between the NTRM focal spots a
the classical TRM is the sidelobe structure as shown
greater detail in Fig. 4. The classical TRM has minimu
sidelobes and the next best performance is active NTR
The difference between classical and the passive noise-b
TRM arises from the fact that the surface noise modal d
tribution is weighted toward higher modes~see Fig. 2 or Ref.
7! and therefore cannot be used to fully reconstruct a po
source in the diffraction limit. The reason that the acti
NTRM has better sidelobe performance than the pas
NTRM is that the former is closely related to the classic
TRM with higher modes being shaded only in the seco
step of the TRM process rather than having the full, effect
two-way shading of the latter.
5 and
am
backward
FIG. 4. The depth-dependent focal spot structure for the examples in Fig. 3.~a! and~b! correspond to probe source or surrogate probe source at depth 2
75 m, respectively. Classical TRM exhibits lower sidelobes. Active NTRM retransmission has the second best focal spot structure; in this case, theplitude
shading of the noise-extracted TDGFs only impacts the forward propagation. For the passive NTRM, this shading is present in both forward and
propagations, leading to higher sidelobes.
P. Roux and W. A. Kuperman: Tiime reversal of ocean noise
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF A NOISE-
BASED TRM

The experimental requirement for a NTRM is the abil
to perform correlations of noise at distant hydrophon
hence there is a requirement for highly accurate time s
chronization between receivers. The North Pacific Acou
Laboratory experiments7,9 provide such data to demonstra
the feasibility of implementing a noise-based TRM. We ha
already shown7 that even though the NPAL data were ba
cally shipping and not surface-generated noise, the long t
correlation process leads to comparable results for both ty
of data.

Figure 5 is a schematic of the NPAL experiment in t
context of a NTRM. With data, we work directly in the tim
domain so that the inverse Fourier transform of Eq.~8! is
simply

Ct~R,zps,zj !5E
0

TN
N~R,zj ,t8!N~0,zps,t1t8!dt8

[Ct
~ in!~R,zps,zj !1Ct

~out!~R,zps,zj !, ~12!

where N(0,zps,t) and N(R,zj ,t) are the ambient noise re
ceived simultaneously at timet on two receivers on differen
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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arrays.TN is the time interval on which ambient noise h
been recorded. In the case of the NPAL data, we used t
segmentsTN55 min. In the case of shipping noise, this tim
interval appears to be long enough in the studied freque
bandwidth @70–130 Hz# to allow the convergence of th
noise correlation function to the noise-extracted TDGF
written in the lower part of Eq.~12!. From the two-sided
noise correlation function, we retain only the positive tim
side,Ct

(out)(R,zps,zj ) for the NTRM implementation.

FIG. 5. Schematic of the NPAL experimental setup used for constructing
NTRM process. Array 3~composed of 40 hydrophones with a 35 m arr
pitch! is twice as long as arrays 1 and 2~20 hydrophones with a 35 m arra
pitch!. All the arrays are synchronized permitting accurate cross-correlat
The time-domain noise correlation function between arrays 3 and 2
arrays 1 and 2 will be used to construct the noise-extracted TDGFs on a
1 and 3 with the surrogate probe sources being located on array 2.
riment as
g noise
y
better

ctively.

th 536
FIG. 6. Spatial temporal representation of the focal spots obtained with passive NTRM from ambient noise data recorded during the NPAL expe
configured in Fig. 5. We use two different 5 min time intervals for the noise correlation function providing the forward and backward propagatin-
extracted TDGFs. The surrogate probe sources on array 2 are located at depths 536 and 887 m.~a! and~b! Passive NTRM performed from array 1 onto arra
2 at the two depths, respectively.~d! and~e! Passive NTRM performed from array 3 onto array 2 at the two depths, respectively. Note that the focus is
because array 3 is larger than array 1.~g! and~h! Passive NTRM performed simultaneously from arrays 1 and 3 onto array 2 at the two depths, respe
The combined focus at the deeper depth~h! displays a much sharper focus than the single array passive NTRM results of~b! and~e!; this is strong evidence
that we have constructed acoherentNTRM process.~c!, ~f!, ~i! The right-hand panels show the depth-dependent focal spot structures at array 2 at dep
m ~in black!, and at depth 887 m~in gray!.
135P. Roux and W. A. Kuperman: Tiime reversal of ocean noise
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Figure 6 shows the spatial temporal focal spot in
case of the passive NTRM. In order to avoid circular reas
ing in constructing this result, passive NTRM is perform
in two steps. First,TN55 min of data are used to obtain th
noise-extracted TDGFs by correlating ambient noise betw
one receiver on array 2 and the other two arrays. In a sec
step, a different intervalTN55 min is used to construct th
noise-extracted TDGFs that will be used to virtually bac
propagate the time-reversed field to the receiver on arra
The time-reversal results are consistent with what we exp
from the classical TRM process. For the larger array refoc
ing onto array 2@Figs. 6~d!–~f!# we have a better focus tha
from the smaller one@Figs. 6~a!–~c!#. Further, the combina
tion of both arrays refocusing at array 2 gives the best fo
@Figs. 6~g!–~i!#. For the latter case, the sharper focus o
served on the deeper array element can only be explaine
a constructive interference between the time reversed fi
issued from arrays 1 and 3. This confirms that a TRM-l
coherent process occurred from arrays 1 and 3 back to a
2.

V. DISCUSSION

The successful oceanic implementation of NTRM rel
on the efficiency of the ambient noise cross-correlation p
cess to extract coherent wave fronts between a surro
probe source and a hydrophone array. As detailed in Re
the noise correlation process yields a good estimation of
TDGF when a series of requirements are fulfilled. First,
use of time-synchronized receivers and the absence of st
motions between them~relative to the wavelength! are re-
quired. The dynamic range of the hydrophones should
such that low ambient noise can be distinguished from e
tronic noise. This means also an adequate balance betw
the medium attenuation and the range separating the pse
source and the array. As such, the NPAL data provided
excellent example of multiarray noise measurements sat
ing these conditions. Second, the choice of the record
time is driven by the need to record a sufficient number
uncorrelated noise events. Thus, hydrophones with large
quency bandwidth work in favor of the noise-correlation p
cess. Naturally, the recording time should also be sma
than the fluctuations time-scale of the environment. Th
the noise correlation process will converge faster toward
noise-extracted TDGF when a homogeneous distribution
space and time, of uncorrelated noise sources are pre
When this condition is not satisfied~ship passing by, burst o
sound from marine mammals!, temporal or frequency equa
ization will be necessary to remove high energy sin
events.

In conclusion, we have shown in this paper by theo
and simulation that a noise-based time-reversal mirror is
sible. We have also used data of opportunity to confirm
results. The data confirm that ambient noise from two se
rate time intervals can be used to construct the requ
transfer functions for the propagation and backpropaga
stages of the time-reversal process. The reason we us
word ‘‘confirm’’ and not ‘‘prove’’ with respect to the data is
136 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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that there is a time-averaged correlation requirement. T
time interval is dependent on specific environmental a
shipping conditions7 that we do not know for certain in the
case of the data presented in this paper. Actually, the con
gence of the noise correlation process in general is still v
much a research issue.8,15 However, the multiarray demon
stration of a passive NTRM as explained earlier is furth
compelling evidence of the basic process. Theory and si
lation prove the feasibility of NTRM within their respectiv
domains. What still remains to be experimentally demo
strated is active NTRM, in which the noise data on a TR
representing a surrogate probe source can be re-emitted
set of sources and refocused at the surrogate probe sou
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